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DISCLAIMER

THIS PRESENTATION IS NOT FOR RELEASE, PUBLICATION OR DISTRIBUTION, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, IN OR INTO OR FROM ANY JURISDICTION WHERE TO DO SO WOULD CONSTITUTE A
VIOLATION OF THE RELEVANT LAWS OF THAT JURISDICTION. YOU MUST READ THE FOLLOWING BEFORE CONTINUING: This presentation has been prepared and issued by JPJ Group plc (the "Company") and its subsidiaries
(together, the "Group"), and is being furnished to each recipient solely for its own information. For the purposes of this notice, "presentation" means this document, its contents or any part of it, any oral presentation, any question or answer
session and any written or oral material discussed or distributed during a presentation meeting.

This presentation speaks as of the date specified on the cover page and has not been independently verified and no representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is given by or on behalf of the Group or any of its directors,
officers, employees, agents, affiliates or advisers as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, reliability, completeness, appropriateness, validity, quality, reasonableness, truth or correctness of the information or opinions
(including any statements, estimates and financial outlooks contained and/or referred to in this presentation) or in any other written or oral communication made available in connection with this presentation; and no responsibility or liability is
assumed by any such persons for such information or opinions or for any errors, omissions or misstatements contained herein. This presentation contains summary information only and does not purport to be comprehensive and is not
intended to be (and should not be used as) the sole basis of any analysis or other evaluation. The information set out in this presentation is indicative and for discussion purposes only and will be subject to updating, revision, completion,
verification and amendment without notice and such information may change materially. None of the Group or its directors, officers, employees, agents, affiliates or advisers is under an obligation to update, complete, revise or keep current the
information contained in this presentation nor to provide the recipient with access to any additional information that may arise in connection with it, and any opinions expressed in this presentation are subject to change without notice and none
of them will have any liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for any loss whatsoever arising (including in respect of direct, indirect or consequential loss or damage), from any use of this presentation or its contents or otherwise arising
in connection with this presentation. No duty of care is owed or will be deemed to be owed to you or any other person in respect of the information in this presentation.

This presentation and the information contained herein does not and is not intended to constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, any offer, invitation, solicitation or recommendation or advice to purchase, sell or subscribe for
any security, commodity or instrument or related derivative in any jurisdiction, nor does it constitute an offer or commitment to deal in any product, lend, syndicate or arrange a financing, underwrite or purchase or act as an agent or advisor or in
any other capacity with respect to any transaction, or commit capital, or to participate in any trading strategies, and does not constitute investment, legal, regulatory, accounting or tax advice to the recipient. Neither the issue of the information
nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with, or act as an inducement to enter into, any contract, investment activity or financial promotion. This presentation does not purport to contain all of the
information that may be required to evaluate any investment in the Group or any of its securities and should not be relied upon to form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract or commitment or investment decision
whatsoever. This presentation is intended to present background information on the Group, its business and the industry in which it operates and is not intended to provide complete disclosure upon which an investment decision could be
made. The merit and suitability of an investment in the Company should be independently evaluated and any person considering such an investment in the Company is advised to obtain independent advice as to the legal, regulatory, tax,
accounting, financial, credit and other related advice prior to making an investment.

To the extent available, the industry and market data contained in this presentation has come from official or third-party sources. Third party industry publications, studies and surveys generally state that the data contained therein has been
obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but that there is no guarantee of the accuracy or completeness of such data. While the Company believes that each of these publications, studies and surveys has been prepared by a reputable
source, the Company has not independently verified the data contained therein. In addition, certain of the industry and market data contained in this presentation comes from the Company's and/or Gamesys' own internal research and
estimates based on the knowledge and experience of the Group’s management in the market in which the Group operates. While the Company believes that such research and estimates are reasonable and reliable, they, and their underlying
methodology and assumptions, have not been verified by any independent source for accuracy or completeness and are subject to change without notice. Accordingly, undue reliance should not be placed on any of the industry or market data
contained in this presentation.
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DISCLAIMER

Certain statements in this presentation may constitute forward looking statements, beliefs or opinions, including statements relating to, among other things, the level of earnings accretion arising from the Acquisition; the JPJ directors' target
leverage ratio for the Enlarged Group and expectations regarding EBITDA growth, margin and free cash flow generation; the Acquisition providing a stronger platform for international growth; the expected financial and other benefits of the
Acquisition for the Company and its shareholders and other stakeholders, the Company's and/or Gamesys' business, financial condition, performance, results of operation, potential new market opportunities, growth strategies, and expected
growth in the Company’s and/or Gamesys' markets and in the online gaming industry, together with expectations regarding the Group’s financial outlook, revenue, adjusted net income, adjusted EBITDA, and diluted adjusted net income per
share and the industry in which the Group operates. These statements may be identified by words such as "expectation", "belief", "estimate", "plan", "target", "anticipation", "projection", "propose", "potential", "intention" , "aims", "outlooks",
"possible" or "forecast" and similar expressions or the negative thereof; or by statements that certain actions, events or results "may", "will", "could" or "should" be taken, occur or be achieved, or by the forward-looking nature of discussions of
strategy, plans or intentions; or by their context. These statements reflect the Company's beliefs and current expectations and involve risk and uncertainty because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that will occur or may
change in the future, are based on numerous assumptions regarding the Company's present and future business strategies and the environment the Company will operate in and are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties that may cause
actual results to differ materially from those described or implied in these statements. Forward looking statements involve inherent known and unknown risks, uncertainties and contingencies because they relate to events and depend on
circumstances that may or may not occur in the future and may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the Company and/or Gamesys to be materially different from those expressed or implied by such forward looking
statements, including but not limited to, general economic and business conditions; demand for the Company's and/or Gamesys's products and services; competitive factors in the industries in which the Company and Gamesys operate;
exchange rate fluctuations; legislative, fiscal and regulatory developments; political risks; terrorism, acts of war and pandemics; changes in law and legal interpretations affecting the Company's intellectual property rights and internet
communications; impact of technological change; that all necessary third party, regulatory, stock exchange, shareholder and other consents and approvals will be received in connection with the Acquisition on the timelines anticipated or at all,
that all other conditions to closing, including completion of the Gamesys Group's corporate reorganisation, will be satisfied in the manner and on the timelines anticipated; the Company’s, the Target Business' and following Completion, the
Enlarged Group's ability to secure, maintain and comply with all requirements to carry out business in the jurisdictions in which they currently operate or intend to operate; governmental and regulatory actions; general business, economic and
market conditions; competition; expected growth of the online gaming market; the Company’s, the Target Business' and following Completion, the Enlarged Group's existing businesses and potential new market opportunities; anticipated and
unanticipated costs; protection of the Company’s, the Target Business' and following Completion, the Enlarged Group's intellectual property rights; the Company’s ability to successfully integrate and realise the benefits of the Acquisition; the
earn-out payments required to be made in connection with the Company’s completed acquisitions; and the Company may not obtain all of the benefits it expects to receive from the Acquisition. Many of these risks and uncertainties relate to
factors that are beyond the Company’s and/or Gamesys', the Target Business' and following Completion, the Enlarged Group's ability to control or estimate precisely, such as future market conditions, the repercussions of the UK leaving the
European Union, currency fluctuations, the behaviour of other market participants, the actions of regulators and other factors such as the Company’s, the Target Business' and following Completion, the Enlarged Group's ability to continue to
obtain financing to meet their liquidity needs, changes in the political, social and regulatory framework in which the Company, the Target Business and following Completion, the Enlarged Group operates or in economic or technological trends
or conditions, the lack of available or qualified personnel or management, stock market volatility, taxation policies, changes in regulation, foreign operations, as well as the other factors described in the Company's past regulatory disclosures.
As a result, you are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such forward looking statements. Neither the Group nor any of its subsidiary undertakings, affiliates, agents or advisers or any such persons’ directors, officers, employees or
agents, nor any other person accepts any responsibility for the accuracy of the opinions expressed in this presentation or the underlying assumptions. Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future results, and
no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made regarding future performance. Some of the information is still in draft form and will only be finalised, if legally verifiable, at a later date. Although the Company believes that any forward-
looking information and statements herein are reasonable, in light of the use of assumptions and the significant risks and uncertainties inherent in such information and statements, there can be no assurance that any such forward-looking
information and statements will prove to be accurate, and accordingly readers are advised to rely on their own evaluation of such risks and uncertainties and should not place undue reliance upon such forward-looking information and
statements. Forward looking statements speak only as of their date and the Group and its respective directors, officers, employees, agents, affiliates or advisers expressly disclaim any obligation or undertaking to supplement, amend, update,
keep current or revise any of the forward-looking statements made herein, except where it would be required to do so under applicable law. All written and oral forward-looking statements attributable to the Group and/or to Gamesys and/or to
persons acting on the Group's behalf are expressly qualified in their entirety by the cautionary statements above and by all other cautionary statements and disclaimers contained elsewhere in the presentation. This presentation includes non-
IFRS financial measures, including but not limited to, adjusted net income, adjusted EBITDA, diluted adjusted net income per share, as well as financial and non-financial alternative performance measures. Because these measures are not
determined in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and are thus susceptible to varying calculations, they may not be comparable with other similarly titled measures of performance of other companies.

Macquarie Capital (Europe) Limited ("Macquarie Capital"), which is authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority, is acting for the Company and no-one else in connection with the contents of this presentation, and will not
be responsible to anyone other than the Company for providing the protections afforded to customers of Macquarie Capital or for providing advice in respect of the contents of this presentation. Except as required by law, neither Macquarie
Capital nor any of its affiliates nor any of its or their respective directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives or consultants (together, “Macquarie Group”) makes any representation or warranty as to the accuracy, completeness,
timeliness, fairness or reliability of the information contained in this presentation. To the maximum extent permitted by law, no member of the Macquarie Group takes any responsibility under any circumstances for any loss or damage suffered
as a result of any omission, inadequacy, or inaccuracy in this presentation. Macquarie Capital is not an authorised deposit-taking institution for the purposes of the Banking Act 1959 (Commonwealth of Australia), and its obligations do not
represent deposits or other liabilities of Macquarie Bank Limited ABN 46 008 583 542. Macquarie Bank Limited does not guarantee or otherwise provide assurance in respect of the obligations of Macquarie Capital (Europe) Limited.

Canaccord Genuity Limited ("Canaccord"), which is authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority, is acting for the Company and no-one else in connection with the contents of this presentation, and will not be responsible to
anyone other than the Company for providing the protections afforded to customers of Canaccord or for providing advice in respect of the contents of this presentation. Except as required by law, neither Canaccord nor any of its affiliates nor
any of its or their respective directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives or consultants (together, “Canaccord Group”) makes any representation or warranty as to the accuracy, completeness, timeliness, fairness or reliability of the
information contained in this presentation

By attending this presentation and/or accepting a copy of it, you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations and conditions and, in particular, will be taken to have represented, warranted and undertaken that you have read and agree to
comply with the contents of this notice.
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Acquisition Highlights

Neil Goulden, Executive Chairman
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ACQUISITION HIGHLIGHTS

(1) Based on 30 day VWAP of £7.13 as at 12 June 2019; (2) Including £10m deferred cash payable 30 months post completion; (3) Adjusted EBITDA for the Target Business for the twelve month period ending 31 December 2018; 

represents the stand-alone EBITDA for the Gamesys businesses being acquired, before any impact of POC gaming tax increases, fees to be paid from the Games Licence Agreements and any annualised cost savings from the 

Acquisition; but adjusted for foreign exchange loss, employee bonuses related to disposal of business operations and deduction of income in respect of extension of non-compete; (4) Before one-off transaction and integration costs.

6

Acquisition 

Terms

⚫ JPJ to acquire Gamesys, excluding sports brands and games, (the “Acquisition”) for a valuation of c.£490(1) million 

comprising: 

– £250 million(2) in cash, of which £175 million is to be funded by an add-on to the existing facilities

– 33.7 million in newly issued JPJ shares representing c.£240 million(1)

⚫ Acquisition multiple of 7.3x Adjusted EBITDA(1)(3) based on the twelve months ending December 2018

Acquisition 

Impact

⚫ JPJ and Gamesys (together, the “Enlarged Group”) to be renamed Gamesys Group plc

⚫ Consideration shares to represent 31% of the Enlarged Group with customary lock-ups from major selling shareholders

⚫ Expected to be double digit earnings accretive(4) in the first full financial year of ownership

⚫ Annualised cost savings arising from the Acquisition are expected to be in the single digits (£ millions)

⚫ The Acquisition should qualify the Enlarged Group for inclusion in the FTSE 250

Next Steps

⚫ The Acquisition is subject to JPJ shareholder approval, customary regulatory conditions and a Gamesys group 

reorganisation

⚫ Expected to complete in Q3 2019

Executive 

Management

⚫ Highly experienced executive management team to be drawn from both organisations

✓ Executive Chairman: Neil Goulden

✓ CFO: Keith Laslop

✓ Proposed CEO: Lee Fenton

✓ Proposed COO: Robeson Reeves
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Gamesys Contribution to Enlarged Group Combination Benefits

Trusted 

Brands

⚫ Portfolio of high-growth, trusted and recognisable brands

⚫ Increased brand diversification creates wallet share growth opportunity

⚫ Platform for international growth, particularly with Virgin and Monopoly

Proprietary 

Platform

⚫ Own and control the proprietary technology platform powering 

Jackpotjoy, Botemania and Starspins as well as Gamesys brands

⚫ Derisked operational profile and reduced dependency on third parties

Executive 

Team

⚫ Operational expertise with 10+ years proven track record of delivering

growth

⚫ Highly complementary skillsets with JPJ team, proven through 

longstanding partnership

Skilled

Operating 

Team

⚫ Increase in total headcount to over 1,000 employees

⚫ Adds strong technology development, best in class digital marketing and 

data capabilities

⚫ Low risk integration given existing relationship

Content 

Creation & 

Integration

⚫ Ownership of bingo games and slot game studio

⚫ 15-year new content agreement, including 3-year exclusivity for top 

game titles, provided by the residual content business

TRANSACTION HIGHLIGHTS

7

Lee Fenton
10+ years at Gamesys

Robeson Reeves
10+ years at Gamesys
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Acquisition Rationale

Lee Fenton, Proposed CEO
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Greater Operational Control and Enhanced Development Capabilities

ACQUISITION RATIONALE

9

Diversified Brand Portfolio with International Expansion Opportunities

Leading Senior Executives with a Track Record of Creating Shareholder Value

Increased Scale Enhances Player Experience and Profitability

Strategic Alignment of Complementary and High Growth Online Gaming Companies1

2

3

4

5
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Overview

⚫ Online bingo-led operator providing bingo and casino games to a 

global customer base

⚫ #1 UK Online bingo-led operator with >20% market share(1)(2)

⚫ Developer and operator of real money online gaming websites and apps 

providing slots, casino, bingo, poker and instant win B2C games

⚫ Operate JPJ's branded sites on a B2B basis

Summary 

Operating 

Metrics

⚫ c.260,000 Average Active Customers per Month(3)

⚫ 76% customers use mobile(4)

⚫ Gender split: 58% female; 42% male(4)

⚫ Age split: 40% < 35; 60% >=35(4)

⚫ c.239,000 Average Active Customers per Month(5)

⚫ 85% customers use mobile(5)

⚫ Gender split: 54% female; 46% male(5)

⚫ Age split: 48% < 35; 52% >= 35(5)

Brands

Current Market UK, Sweden, Spain Europe, Asia UK New Jersey

Key Financials 

(£m)

£289 
£320 

FY Dec-17 FY Dec-18

£103 £113 

FY Dec-17 FY Dec-18

STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT OF COMPLEMENTARY AND HIGH GROWTH ONLINE GAMING 
COMPANIES

(1) Data as of 2018, Regulus Partners and Company information; (2) Consists of JPJ Group plc bingo-led brands; (3) KPIs for FY2018; (4) KPIs for 3 months ending 31 March 2019; (5) KPIs for 9 months 

ended 31 December 2018; (6) Excludes support service revenue.
10

1

Revenue Adj. EBITDARevenue Adj. EBITDA
(6)

£29 

£53 

FY Mar-17 FY Mar-18

£100 

£163 

FY Mar-17 FY Mar-18
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DIVERSIFIED BRAND PORTFOLIO WITH INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION OPPORTUNITIES

Source: Company websites, WhichBingo, EGR, CFI.co, RankingTheBrands.com, Virgin Group. Note: (1) Based on pro forma net gaming revenue for the 12 month period ending 31 December 2018. 11

Increased Diversification with Global OpportunityBalanced Brand Portfolio(1)

⚫ Diversified portfolio of long established, recognised brands with 

a track record of growth

⚫ Platform for international growth, particularly with recognised

global super brands, Virgin and Monopoly

⚫ Increased wallet share opportunity through complementary 

brand offering

⚫ Marketing budget optimisation across the brand portfolio
30%

5%

6%

21%

10%

1%

23%

3%

⚫ Multi Award Winning 

Website

⚫ Best Use of Social 

Media, 2018

⚫ Best Mobile Bingo 

Product, 2018

⚫ Best Online Bingo Chat 

Team, 2016

⚫ 99% Brand Recognition 

in the UK

⚫ Global brand which 

reaches over 53 million 

customers worldwide

⚫ 50 year history of 

shaking up sectors to 

deliver a better 

customer experience

⚫ Best Online Bingo Site, 

2018

⚫ Best Mobile Bingo 

Experience, 2018

⚫ Best Online Slots Game 

(Double Bubble), 2017

⚫ Best Online Bingo 

Community, 2017

2
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DIVERSIFIED BRAND PORTFOLIO WITH INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION OPPORTUNITIES

Note: Quote and datapoints provided by Virgin Group and Hasbro, Inc (as applicable).12

⚫ Virgin is a leading brand with global reach 

⚫ The Enlarged Group will have a trademark licensing agreement 

with the Virgin Group of up to 30 years

⚫ Brand Awareness: 99% in UK, in excess of 95% in US, 

Canada, Australia, France, and South Africa

“Virgin partnered with Gamesys because they put the player 

experience front and centre. They take a lead on responsible 

gaming and care passionately about providing not just the fairest 

but also the most entertaining experiences in the industry.”

Josh Bayliss, CEO Virgin Group.

⚫ The Enlarged Group will have a licence to operate the 

Monopoly-branded websites for an initial term until the end 

of 2025

⚫ Product available across 114 countries in 47 languages

⚫ 1 billion people have played Monopoly worldwide

⚫ 160 licences worldwide

⚫ 250 million sets of Monopoly have been sold up until 2018

⚫ Brand Awareness: UK > 99%, US > 99%, Spain > 99%

2
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LEADING SENIOR EXECUTIVES WITH A TRACK RECORD OF CREATING SHAREHOLDER 
VALUE

Neil Goulden

Executive Chairman

Lee Fenton

Proposed Group CEO

Keith Laslop

Group CFO

Robeson Reeves

Proposed Group COO

Simon Wykes

Group Transition Director

⚫ Appointed to JPJ Board in 2016

⚫ Previously NED at Marstons plc

⚫ Held board level positions at 

Ladbrokes, Compass, Allied 

Leisure and Gala Coral

⚫ Joined Gamesys in 2008 as 

COO, appointed CEO in 2015

⚫ Previously COO of the mobile 

division at 20th Century Fox 

and Global Director of 

Consumer Products & Content 

at Vodafone plc

⚫ Co-founded Intertain Group in 

2013

⚫ Appointed to JPJ Board in 2016

⚫ Previously Principal at 

Newcourt Capital, CFO and 

then President of Prolexic

Technologies

⚫ Joined Gamesys in 2005, 

appointed COO in 2015

⚫ Previously held various roles 

such as Director of Gaming 

Operations and Business 

Product Owner of Games & 

Bingo at Gamesys

⚫ Joined JPJ in 2017 as CEO of 

JPJ Operations Bahamas

⚫ Formerly CEO of Gala Leisure

⚫ Previously held MD positions at 

Gala Coral and Rank Group

13

3

Track record of developing growth businesses and 

delivering shareholder value

Complementary talents with a history of working 

together in partnership, now completely aligned
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GREATER OPERATIONAL CONTROL AND ENHANCED DEVELOPMENT CAPABILITIES4

Internalisation of Key Capabilities

Technology / platform

Operations

Marketing

Games development

Community management

Low Risk Integration

Maintain successful culture

Longstanding partnership

Strategic alignment

Operational control / integration

Speed and strategic flexibility

Scale and liquidity

Capabilities for geographic expansion

Operational risk

Dependency on third parties

Operational Benefits
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Player Liquidity

Marketing efficiency

Increased wallet share

Procurement

Ability to absorb regulatory 

change

INCREASED SCALE ENHANCES PLAYER EXPERIENCE AND PROFITABILITY

(1) JPJ KPIs for FY2018; (2) Gamesys KPIs for 9 months ended 31 December 2018.

5

Scale drives a ‘virtuous cycle’ of a growing and loyal user base, enhanced liquidity and reinvestment in the business

Enhanced 
Liquidity

Player Retention

Profitability & 
Reinvestment

⚫ Marketing and procurement 

efficiencies

⚫ Investment in additional 

products and content

⚫ Geographic expansion

⚫ Enhanced margin 

optimisation

⚫ Optimised marketing initiatives

⚫ Rapid algorithm optimisation

⚫ Richer personalisation and campaign 

targeting in real time 

⚫ Vibrant social chat rooms

⚫ Combination delivers high levels of 

player liquidity

⚫ Increase in number of active customers

– JPJ c.260k Average Active 

Customers per Month(1)

– Gamesys c.239k Average Active 

Customers per Month(2)

– Increased wallet share

+

Importance of Scale
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Financial Metrics and Financing

Keith Laslop, CFO
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£15 £18 

£42 

FY Mar-16 FY Mar-17 FY Mar-18

£21 
£29 

£53 
£67 

FY Mar-16 FY Mar-17 FY Mar-18 LTM Dec-18

£96 £99 £108 

FY Dec-16 FY Dec-17 FY Dec-18

£98 £103 £113 

FY Dec-16 FY Dec-17 FY Dec-18

£251 
£289 

£320 

FY Dec-16 FY Dec-17 FY Dec-18

£59 

£100 

£163 
£185 

FY Mar-16 FY Mar-17 FY Mar-18 LTM Dec-18

TRACK RECORD OF STRONG GROWTH AND CASH GENERATION

Note: (1) JPJ Revenue and Adjusted EBITDA excludes social gaming results; not pro forma for sale of Mandalay; JPJ social gaming revenue was £18.1m in 2016; (2) Real Money Gaming Revenue 

shown for Gamesys; Support Services included for Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA – Capex.

Revenue

Adj. EBITDA

Adj. EBITDA –
Capex

39% 36% 35%

98% 96% 96%

(2)

35% 29% 33%

72% 63% 80%

36%

(1)

Margin %

Adj. EBITDA – Capex

Adj. EBITDA

The Acquisition is expected to be double digit earnings accretive in the first full financial year following completion

(£ in millions)
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STRONG PRO FORMA BALANCE SHEET WITH ATTRACTIVE DELEVERAGING PROFILE

⚫ Net leverage of c. 3.1x pre cost savings

− Annualised cost savings expected to be in the 

single digits (£ millions) in the first full financial 

year following Completion

⚫ £175 million equivalent 1st Lien Term Loan Add-on 

underwritten by Macquarie and Nomura

⚫ £79 million(1) in cash from JPJ’s balance sheet will be 

used for the Acquisition consideration 

⚫ Growth and cash flow profile expected to drive de-

leveraging

(£ million)
Pro Forma(2)

Debt 551

Cash (27)

Net Debt 524

Adjusted EBITDA 171

Net Leverage c. 3.1x

Pro Forma Capitalisation

History of Deleveraging (Net Leverage)

(1) Based on £240 million of upfront cash payment less £175 million in new debt issued less transaction fees and expenses; (2) JPJ debt and cash figures as of 31 March 2019; (3) Includes £10 million of 

deferred consideration; (4) Excludes £26m of cash held at payment service providers from Gamesys; (5) Proforma EBITDA based on 12 months to 31 December 2018 for JPJ and Gamesys; adjusted for 

incremental content fee of £9 million; excludes cost savings.

4.5x 
4.0x 

3.6x 

2.7x 3.0x 

0

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

Dec-15A Dec-16A Dec-17A Dec-18A Pro Forma

c. 3.1x

Financing of Cash Portion of the Consideration

(3)

(4)

(5)

(4)
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13 June 2019 ⚫ Acquisition announced

TIMETABLE / NEXT STEPS

July 2019 ⚫ JPJ General Meeting and vote

Q3 2019 ⚫ Expected Completion

Q3 2019 ⚫ Issue of new JPJ shares, admission and commencement of dealings in new JPJ shares

June 2019 ⚫ Publication of Circular & Prospectus
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GAMESYS GROUP PLC – LEADING ONLINE GAMING COMPANY

Strategic combination 

creating a growth platform

Leading executive board with 

a track record of creating 

shareholder value

Operational simplification, 

complete alignment of 

interests

Significant free cash flow 

generation

Leading portfolio of 

consumer brands

Enhanced scale 

and liquidity

Increased brand 

diversification

Strong balance sheet with 

conservative leverage profile
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Questions & Answers


